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We present a measurement of the branching fraction of the decay B0 ! a1 1260 with a1 1260 !
. The data sample corresponds to 218 106 B B pairs produced in ee annihilation through
the 4S resonance. We measure the branching fraction BB0 ! a1 1260Ba1 1260 !
  16:6 1:9 1:5  106, where the first error quoted is statistical and the second is
systematic.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.051802 PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw
The rare decay B0 ! a1 1260 is expected to be
dominated by b ! u ud contributions. For the branching
fraction of this decay mode an upper limit of 49 105 at
the 90% C.L. has been set by CLEO [1]. Bauer et al. have
predicted a branching fraction 38 106 for the decay B0
to a1 1260 within the framework of the factorization
model and assuming jVub=Vcbj  0:08 [2]. The study of
this decay mode is complicated by the large discrepancies
between the parameters of the a11260 meson obtained
from analyses involving hadronic interactions [3] and 
decays [4]. The decay B0 ! a1 1260, in addition to
the decays B0 ! , B0 ! , and B0 ! ,
can be used to give a new measurement of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa angle  of the unitarity triangle [5].
We present a measurement of the branching fraction of
the decay B0!a1 1260 with a1 1260 ! .
The a11260 ! 3 decay proceeds mainly through the
intermediate states  and  [6]. No attempt is
made to separate the contributions of the dominant P wave
 and the S wave  in the channel ; a
systematic uncertainty is estimated due to the difference in
the selection efficiencies. Possible background from the
decay B0 ! a2 1320 is investigated. We have also
studied the decay B0 ! 1300 as a potential back-
ground. We find the contribution from this decay to be
negligible.
The data were collected with the BABAR detector [7]
at the PEP-II asymmetric ee collider [8]. An inte-
grated luminosity of 198 fb1, corresponding to 218




p  10:58 GeV). An
additional 15 fb1 were taken about 40 MeV below this
energy (‘‘off-resonance’’) for the study of continuum back-
ground in which a light or charm quark pair is produced
instead of an 4S.
Charged particles are detected and their momenta mea-
sured by the combination of a silicon vertex tracker, con-
sisting of five layers of double-sided silicon detectors, and
a 40-layer central drift chamber, both operating in the 1.5 T
magnetic field of a superconducting solenoid. The tracking
system covers 92% of the solid angle in the center-of-mass
frame.
Charged-particle identification (PID) is provided by the
average energy loss (dE=dx) in the tracking devices and by
an internally reflecting ring-imaging Cherenkov detector
(DIRC) covering the central region. A K= separation of
better than 4 standard deviations () is achieved for mo-
menta below 3 GeV=c, decreasing to 2:5 at the highest
momenta in the B decay final states.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the signal decay
modes, continuum, B B backgrounds and detector re-
sponse [9] are used to establish the event selection criteria.
The MC signal events are simulated as B0 decays to
a11260 with a1 ! . For the a11260 meson pa-
rameters we take the mass m0  1230 MeV=c2 and 0 
400 MeV=c2 [6,10].
We reconstruct the decay a1 1260 !  with
the following requirement on the invariant mass: 0:83<
ma11260 < 1:8 GeV=c
2
. The intermediate dipion state is
reconstructed with an invariant mass between 0.51 and
1:1 GeV=c2. We impose several PID requirements to en-
sure the identity of the signal pions. For the bachelor
charged track we require an associated DIRC Cherenkov
angle between 2 and 5 from the expected value for
a pion. With this requirement all but 1.4% of any back-
ground from a11260K is removed.
A B meson candidate is characterized kinemati-
cally by the energy-substituted mass mES 
s=2 p0 	 pB2=E20  p2B
q






, where the subscripts 0 and B refer to the initial
4S and to the B candidate in the lab frame, respectively,
and the asterisk denotes the 4S frame. The resolutions
in mES and in E are about 3:0 MeV=c2 and 20 MeV,
respectively. We require jEj  0:2 GeV and 5:25 
mES  5:29 GeV=c2. To reduce fake B meson candidates
we require a B vertex 2 probability >0:01. The cosine of
the angle between the direction of the  meson from
a11260 !  with respect to the flight direction of the
B in the a11260 meson rest frame is required to be
between 0:85 and 0.85 to suppress combinatorial back-
ground. The distribution of this variable is flat for signal
and peaks near 1 for this background.
To reject continuum background, we use the angle T
between the thrust axis of the B candidate and that of the
rest of the tracks and neutral clusters in the event, calcu-
lated in the center-of-mass frame. The distribution of
cosT is sharply peaked near 1 for combinations drawn
from jetlike q q pairs and is nearly uniform for the isotropic
B meson decays; we require j cosT j< 0:65. The remain-
ing continuum background is modeled from off-resonance
data. We use MC simulations of B0 B0 and BB decays to
look for B B backgrounds, which can come from both
charmless and charm decays. We find that the decay
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mode B0 ! D, with D ! K or D !
K0S

, gives the dominant B B background in final states
different than the signal. The decay mode B0 !
a2 1320 has the same final daughters as the signal.
We suppress this background with the angular variable A,
defined as the cosine of the angle between the normal to the
plane of the 3 resonance and the flight direction of the
bachelor pion evaluated in the 3 resonance rest frame.
Since the a11260 and a21320 have spins of 1 and 2,
respectively, the distributions of the variable A for these
two resonances differ. We require jAj< 0:62.
We use an unbinned, multivariate maximum-likelihood
fit to extract the yields of B0 ! a1 1260 and B0 !
a2 1320. The likelihood function incorporates five
variables. As mentioned above, we describe the B decay
kinematics with two variables: E and mES. We also
include the invariant mass of the 3 system, a Fisher
discriminant F , and the variable A (though the later
provides little discrimination after the requirement men-
tioned above). The Fisher discriminant combines four
variables: the angles with respect to the beam axis, in the
4S frame, of the Bmomentum and B thrust axis, and the
zeroth and second angular moments L0;2 of the energy flow





where i is the angle with respect to the B thrust axis of
track or neutral cluster i, pi is its momentum, and the sum
excludes tracks and clusters used to build the B candidate.
We have on average 1.4 candidates per event and we
select the B candidate with the smallest value of a 2
constructed from the deviations from the expected value
of  resonance mass. From the simulation we find that this
algorithm selects the correct-combination candidate in
94% of events containing multiple candidates, and that it
induces negligible bias.
Since the correlation between the observables in the
selected data and in MC signal events is small, we take
the probability density function (PDF) for each event to be
a product of the PDFs for the separate observables. The
product PDF for event i and hypothesis j, where j can be
signal a1 1260 or a2 1320 background, contin-
uum background, or B B background (2 types), is given by
 P ij  P jmES 	 P jE 	 P jF  	 P jma1 	 P jA:
(2)
The probability that inside the signal event the primary
pion from the B candidate is confused with a pion from the
a11260 is negligible because of the high momentum of
the primary pion in 4S frame. There is the possibility
that a track from a a1 1260 event is exchanged with a
track from the rest of the event. These so-called self-cross-
feed (SCF) events are considered as background events.
The likelihood function for the event i is defined as
 
Li  n1P 1  nSCF1 P SCF1  n2P 2  nq qP q q
 nB B1P B B1  nB B2P B B2; (3)
where n1 and nSCF1 are the signal and SCF yields for
a1 1260, n2 is the yield for the a2 1320, nq q is
the number of continuum background events, nB B1 is the
number of B B background events D with D !
K and nB B2 is the number of B B background
events D with D ! K0S. P k is the PDF for cor-
rectly reconstructed MC signal events; P SCFk is the PDF for
SCF events, P q q is the PDF for continuum background
events, and P B B1 and P B B2 are the PDFs for the two types
of B B backgrounds, all evaluated with the observables of
the ith event.
We write the extended likelihood function for all events
as








where nj is the number of events of hypothesis j found by
the fitter, and N is the number of events in the sample. The
first factor takes into account the Poisson fluctuations in the
total number of events.
We determine the PDFs for signal and B B backgrounds
from MC distributions in each observable. For the contin-
uum background we establish the functional forms and
initial parameter values of the PDFs with off-resonance
data.
The PDF of the invariant mass of the a11260 meson in
signal events is parametrized as a relativistic Breit-Wigner
line shape with a mass-dependent width which takes into
account the effect of the mass-dependent  width [11]. The
PDFs of the invariant mass of the a21320 meson is
parametrized by a triple Gaussian function. The mES and
E distributions for signal are parametrized as double
Gaussian functions. The E distribution for continuum
background is parametrized by a linear function. The
combinatorial background in mES is described by a
phase-space-motivated empirical function [12]. We model
the Fisher distribution F using a Gaussian function with
different widths above and below the mean. The A dis-
tributions are modeled using polynomials.
In the fit there are 14 free parameters: six yields, the
signal a11260 mass and width, and six parameters affect-
ing the shape of the combinatorial background. Table I lists
the results of the final fits. Fitted values of a11260 mass
and width have statistical errors only. The yield of the
decay B0 ! a2 1320 is 8:3 23:6 events.
We find a signal yield bias of 3:8% by generating and
fitting MC simulated samples containing signal and back-
ground populations expected for data. We compute the
branching fraction from the fitted signal yield, reconstruc-
tion efficiency, daughter branching fractions, and the num-
ber of produced B mesons, assuming equal production
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rates of B0 B0 and BB pairs. The signal reconstruction
efficiency is obtained from the fraction of signal MC events
passing the selection criteria, adjusted for the bias in the
likelihood fit. The statistical significance is taken as the
square root of the difference between the value of 2 lnL
for zero signal and the value at its minimum.
In Fig. 1 we show the E, mES, ma1 , and F projections
made by selecting events with a signal likelihood (com-
puted without the variable shown in the figure) exceeding a
threshold that optimizes the expected sensitivity. The en-
hancement at 1:7 GeV=c2 in Fig. 1(c) comes from D
background.
In Fig. 2 we show the distribution of the ratio of the
likelihood for signal events L(Sg) and the sum of like-
lihoods for signal and all types of background LSg 
LBg for on-resonance data and for Monte Carlo events
generated from PDFs. We see good agreement between the
model and the data. By construction the background is
concentrated near zero, while the signal appears as an
excess of events near one.
The main systematic uncertainties are summarized in
Table II. Most of the systematic errors on the signal yield
that arise from uncertainties in the values of the PDF
parameters have already been incorporated into the overall
statistical error, since they are floated in the fit. We deter-
mine the sensitivity to the other parameters of the signal
and background PDF components by varying these within
their uncertainties.
The systematic error on the fit yield is 6.2%, which is
obtained by varying the PDF parameters within their un-
certainties. The uncertainty in the fit bias correction is
1.9%, taken as half of the fit bias correction. The uncer-
tainty in our knowledge of the efficiency is found to be
3.2%. We estimate the uncertainty in the number of B B
pairs to be 1.1%. Published world averages [6] provide the
B daughter branching fraction uncertainties. The system-
atic errors on a11260K cross-feed background and on
SCF fraction are both estimated to be 1.4%. The potential
background contribution from B0 decays to 00,
0 and 4 is estimated assuming the branching
fractions of 1, 2, and 2 in 106 respectively [13]. The
associated systematic uncertainty is 3.9%. The systematic
effect due to differences between data and MC for the
cosT selection is 1.8%. A systematic uncertainty of
L(Sg ) / [L(Sg)+L(Bg)]



























FIG. 2 (color online). Likelihood ratio LSg=LSg 
LBg. Points represent the data, the solid histogram is from
Monte Carlo samples of background plus signal, with the back-
ground component shaded.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Projections of (a) E, (b) mES, (c) ma1 ,
and (d) F . Points represent on-resonance data, dotted lines the
continuum and B B backgrounds, and solid lines the full fit
function. These plots are made with a cut on the signal likelihood
which includes about 40% of the signal.
TABLE I. Signal yield, detection efficiency (), statistical
significance (with systematic uncertainties), branching fraction,
and the mass and width of the a11260 meson.
Fit quantity a1 1260
Signal yield 421 48
 (%) 11.7
Stat. sign. () 9.2
B106 16:6 1:9 1:5
ma11260 1229 21 MeV=c2
a11260 393 62 MeV=c2
TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties (in percent)





B B Pair Counting 1.1
SCF Fraction 1.4
a1K cross-feed 1.4
00, 0, 4 cross-feed 3.9
cosT 1.8
P-wave and S-wave reconstruction 2.5
Total 9.1
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2.5% is estimated for the difference in reconstruction effi-
ciency in the decay modes through the dominant P wave
 and the S wave . The contribution of inter-
ference between a21320 and a11260 is negligible. In
fact, varying the a21320 background with different
selection criteria on the angular variable A gives no
significant change to the efficiency-corrected signal yield
of a11260. We find also that the systematic effect due to
different form factors in MC signal simulation is negli-
gible. The total systematic error is 9.1%. More details on
the determination of systematic uncertainties can be found
in Ref. [14].
In conclusion, we have measured the branching frac-
tion BB0 ! a1 1260Ba1 1260 !  16:6 1:9 1:5  106. Assuming Ba1 1260 !
 is equal to Ba1 1260 ! 00, and that
Ba1 1260 ! 3 is equal to 100% [6], we obtain
BB0 ! a1 1260  33:2 3:8 3:0  106 The
decay mode, observed for the first time, is seen with a
significance of 9:2, which includes systematic uncertain-
ties. A CP time-dependent analysis for the measurement of
the angle  is possible with the currently available data
sample.
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